Control of feeding rhythm in the terrestrial slug Incilaria bilineata.
A modulatory neuron of feeding rhythm was newly identified in the buccal ganglia of the isolated central nervous system (CNS) of the terrestrial slug Incilaria bilineata. This neuron was termed the "feeding rhythm modulator" (FRM). Its morphological and electrical properties were compared with those of the MGC (metacerebral giant cell, a cerebral modulatory neuron of feeding rhythm). There was no direct connection between FRM and MGC. In order to investigate the control mechanism of the buccal central pattern generator, feeding rhythm was observed by varying the activities of MGC and FRM simultaneously. At a lower level of activity of MGC, feeding rhythm was not only sensitive to the activity of MGC but also to that of FRM. As the level of activity of MGC increased, feeding rhythm was exclusively controlled by the activity of MGC, and became unaffected by the activity of FRM. This indicates that cerebral neurons such as MGC primarily control feeding rhythm and modulate the contribution of FRM in a hierarchical manner.